Let 5 be the oriented circle with base point, E the oriented Euclidian plane, and V the positively oriented two frames in E. Let L be the space of D-regular immersions g: S-^E with continuous right transverse field |. For gGL, set dg= (g, g, g') : S-+EX V. A positive monotone regular homotopy ( = monotopy) from loop g_i to g+i is a C 1 -regular homotopy G: [•-1, + l]XS-*E with positive Jacobian and dG (i, x)=dgi(x), i = ±1, where öG= (G, dG/dt, dG/dx). A negative monotopy G from g_i to g+i is such that G*(t, x) =G( -/, #) is a positive monotopy from g+i to g_i. A monotopy is stronger than a regular homotopy in that the latter requires only that dG/dx 5^0. The tangent winding number TWN of g in L is the degree of g'/\g'\ : S-+S. Because degree is a homotopy invariant, regular homotopy preserves the TWN. The converse of this is the Whitney-Graustein Theorem [3] . The TWN actually classifies L in a much stronger fashion.
Let 5 be the oriented circle with base point, E the oriented Euclidian plane, and V the positively oriented two frames in E. Let L be the space of D-regular immersions g: S-^E with continuous right transverse field |. For gGL, set dg= (g, g, g') : S-+EX V. A positive monotone regular homotopy ( = monotopy) from loop g_i to g+i is a C
-regular homotopy G: [•-1, + l]XS-*E with positive Jacobian and dG(i, x)=dgi(x), i = ±1, where öG=(G, dG/dt, dG/dx).
A negative monotopy G from g_i to g+i is such that G*(t, x) =G( -/, #) is a positive monotopy from g+i to g_i. A monotopy is stronger than a regular homotopy in that the latter requires only that dG/dx 5^0. The tangent winding number TWN of g in L is the degree of g'/\g'\ : S-+S. Because degree is a homotopy invariant, regular homotopy preserves the TWN. The converse of this is the Whitney-Graustein Theorem [3] . The TWN actually classifies L in a much stronger fashion. Note that TWN = 0 belongs to both cases. For TWN = 1, two concentric circles are monotopic. Not so for two circles whose interiors are disjoint; yet each is monotopic to a circle surrounding them both.
The Suppose d\ is a simple detour of g, and d 2 is a simple detour of A formal expression D, made up of a finite number of legitimate sums and products of simple detours is a monotone compound detour provided all components have the same sign ; otherwise it is a mixed compound. 
If w is a continuous, periodic, transverse field along the ordinate in the (t, x)~Cartesian plane, then the map F(t, x) = (t-z(t), x) +$f£tlw($)ds is a diffeomorphism of (O^g/gl) with positive Jacobian, for a suitable bump-function z(t).

Suppose
(d, g) is given by lim(a; -• > a+) sgn det(d'(ff), g'(#)) =lim(# -» i-) sgn det(g'(#), d'(x)),dig. If supp(di)r\supp(d2)=0, di is also a detour of d 2 g f Write (di+d 2 )g = d 2 (dig) withsupp(di+d 2 )=supp(di)Usupp(d 2 ). If supp(^) Dsupp(dy), i
PROPOSITION 4. For gÇzL N , EW(g) is properly nested. If W(g) is already properly nested, EW-W. If g starts outside, every essential subloop is exterior. If g starts outside and W(g) is not already properly nested, there is at least one essential subloop q that links { -there is a j with qLj orjLq), but no proper subloop of q links. All linking of q occurs on [g/q] and q is linked an even number of times.
For a normal loop g starting outside there is a sign computed for each k in W(g) as follows: sgn(0) = ±1 according to which {g(0)±*£(0)| sufficiently small t>0}CC w (g); sgn(fc)=sgndet(g'(**"), «'(**'))• A properly nested sequence W is precanonical if either W= {0, l} and sgn(0)^sgn(l), or if all indices of W have the same sign. A precanonical sequence is canonical if it is also chained. Each tangent winding number class of normal loops has a unique canonical representative W(g).
The various constructions are summed up by PROPOSITION The same argument as in Proposition 3 now completes the proof of the main Theorem, where Hi=(Mi+NfDiBi)Gi, i&j.
For hÇzLx, there is a mixed sum of simple detours U, so that W(Uh)=EW(h). There is further, a mixed sum A, with supp(-4) r\supp(U)=0, so that (U+A)h is precanonical. It is canonical f or
TWN(h) = 0 or ±1. If | TWNQi)\ à2, there is a monotone sum B, sgn(5) = sgn(TWN(h)), supp(£) C\ supp(£7 + A) = 0, so that (U+A +B)h is canonical.
